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New algorithms for iterative diagonalization procedures that

solve for a small set of eigen-states of a large matrix are

described. The performance of the algorithms is illustrated by

calculations of low and high-lying ionized and electronically

excited states using equation-of-motion coupled-cluster meth-

ods with single and double substitutions (EOM-IP-CCSD and

EOM-EE-CCSD). We present two algorithms suitable for calcu-

lating excited states that are close to a specified energy shift

(interior eigenvalues). One solver is based on the Davidson

algorithm, a diagonalization procedure commonly used in

quantum-chemical calculations. The second is a recently devel-

oped solver, called the “Generalized Preconditioned Locally

Harmonic Residual (GPLHR) method.” We also present a modi-

fication of the Davidson procedure that allows one to solve

for a specific transition. The details of the algorithms, their

computational scaling, and memory requirements are

described. The new algorithms are implemented within the

EOM-CC suite of methods in the Q-Chem electronic structure

program. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction

The task of finding several eigenpairs of large matrices is ubiq-

uitous in science and engineering applications. It is encoun-

tered in structural dynamics, electrical networks,

magnetohydrodynamics, control theory, and so forth.[1] In

quantum chemistry, it appears in the context of computing

ground- and excited-state wave functions using configuration

interaction (CI),[2,3] equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-

CC),[3–6] and algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC)[7]

methods as well as in Kohn–Sham time-dependent density

functional theory.[8]

Even though computational power has improved dramati-

cally in the last few decades, standard algorithms that solve

for the entire eigen-spectrum (like the QR algorithm [9–11]) can-

not handle large matrices (e.g., N > 105) that appear routinely

in quantum chemistry calculations. For example, in an EOM-CC

or CI calculation with single and double substitutions (EOM-

CCSD or CISD, respectively) of a moderate-size system (around

300 atomic basis functions), the dimension of the full matrix

exceeds 109. Constructing and storing such a matrix would be

unwise; thus, in practical codes, the matrix is accessed only

through a procedure that multiplies the matrix with a vector

or a block of vectors (this also allows one to exploit the sparc-

ity of the matrix). Using standard numerical methods of find-

ing the entire set of eigenpairs for matrices of such a size is

impractical, especially, since only a few eigenstates are of

interest.

Several methods that compute only a few eigenpairs of

large matrices have been developed. These methods do not

require the construction of the entire matrix (thus, they are

called matrix free), but rather involve a projection of the origi-

nal matrix onto a so-called search subspace. The cost of these

methods is determined by the projection step, which scales as

nN2 (where n is the number of vectors in the search subspace

and N is the dimension of the matrix); for large matrices, this

is much less than N3 (the cost of the full diagonalization).

Some examples are the Arnoldi[1,12] and Lancsoz[1,13] algo-

rithms; for a detailed description of the algorithms for solving

large eigenvalue problems, we refer the reader to a specialized

book.[1]

In the quantum chemistry community, Davidson’s method[14]

has been predominantly used for solving both Hermitian and

non-Hermitian eigen-problems. Davidson’s method can be

viewed as a generalization of the Lancsoz algorithm that uses

the diagonal of the matrix as a preconditioner (Jacobi precon-

ditioner) for new vectors that are added to the subspace.[1]

The original (i.e., full) matrix is projected onto a search sub-

space of an increasing dimension and diagonalized within this

subspace, yielding approximate eigenpairs of the full matrix.

The matrices in quantum-chemical calculations are extremely

sparse (only about 1–5% elements are nonzero) and are

strongly diagonally dominant, which explains the success and

effectiveness of Davidson’s method. The detailed description of

Davidson’s algorithm is given below.

The original Davidson method was designed for finding a

few lowest eigenpairs of a matrix, as in CI calculations of the

ground and several lowest excited states. However, one might

also be interested in high-lying states. For example, in core
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ionization processes[15–17] the electron is ejected from a low-

lying orbital with energy as high as several hundred electron-

volts. Another example is autoionizing resonances, that is,

excited states above the ionization threshold. When using the

conventional Davidson method, one would need to request a

large number of roots (often, more than 100) to find the

desired root (see, for example, Ref. [18]). In most cases, it is

not feasible to compute that many states since, in practice,

the convergence of Davidson’s method for more than 10 roots

is poor and the storage and cost requirements of the algo-

rithm grow proportionally to the number of states requested.

Motivated by these issues, we present two modifications of

the Davidson algorithm that enable calculations of user-

specified states. The first algorithm finds roots around an

energy shift specified by the user. This algorithm is intended

for a user who, after consulting experimental or other data, is

interested in transitions that occur within a certain energy

range. The second algorithm targets the solution dominated

by a specific transition, for example, from/to user-defined orbi-

tals (e.g., an excitation from HOMO-3 to LUMO15 or an ioniza-

tion from the 1s orbital of carbon [15,17]). This solver should be

useful in calculations of low and high-lying states of a specific

character. A similar algorithm is available in CFOUR[19] (J.F.

Stanton, private communication).

We also present a production-level implementation of a

new solver introduced in[20]—the generalized preconditioned

locally harmonic residual (GPLHR) method. GPLHR involves

construction of a subspace using approximate eigenvectors,

preconditioned residuals, and a set of additional precondi-

tioned residual-like vectors. The full matrix is then projected

onto the subspace and a low-dimensional eigen-problem is

solved, just as in the Davidson method. Similar to the modified

Davidson method, the GPLHR algorithm allows the user to

find roots around a specified energy shift.

The solvers are implemented within the EOM-CCSD suite of

methods in the Q-Chem electronic structure package[21–23]

and benchmarked using the EOM-CCSD methods for calculat-

ing ionization potentials (EOM-IP-CCSD) and excitation ener-

gies (EOM-EE-CCSD). Based on the structure of the underlying

matrices, we expect a similar performance on the algorithms

in the analogous CI or ADC schemes. The structure of the

article is as follows: the next section presents a brief sum-

mary of the EOM-CC methods and describes the algorithms

associated with each solver. We then illustrate the solvers’

performance using several moderate-size systems (Bench-

marks section), followed by concluding remarks.

Theory and Algorithms

EOM-CC family of methods

The EOM-CC family of methods[3–6,24] offers a toolset for

describing electronically excited, ionized, and attached states

in molecular systems. EOM-CC provides a balanced treatment

of the reference and selected target states, accurate recovery

of correlation energy, and is size intensive. The wave function

of the target state is written as:

WEOM5R̂eT̂ U0 (1)

where R̂ is a general excitation operator, T̂ denotes the

coupled-cluster excitation operator, and U0 is the reference

determinant. Depending on the type of physical process (exci-

tation, ionization, electron attachment) or the character of tar-

get states, the operator R̂ assumes different forms:
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where i, j, k and a, b, c denote occupied and virtual (in the

reference U0) orbitals, respectively. In EOM-CCSD, the R̂ (and

T̂ ) series are truncated at the double excitation level, that is,

2-holes-2-particle (2h2p) in EOM-EE, 2h1p in EOM-IP, and

1h2p in EOM-EA. Similar to CI, the problem of finding the

wave function amplitudes (coefficients r in the equations

above) is reduced to diagonalizing the similarity transformed

Hamiltonian:

�H5e2T̂HeT̂ (5)

where �H is a real, non-Hermitian, and (usually) diagonally dom-

inant matrix. By solving the non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem

for the right and left (EOM bra states are <U0je2T̂ L̂
1

, where

the operator L̂ is an excitation operator similar to R̂) eigenvec-

tors, one obtains the energies and wave function coefficients

of the target states:

ð �H2ECCIÞR5RX (6)

Lð �H2ECCIÞ5XL (7)

<LjR > 5I (8)

where X is a diagonal matrix containing eigenenergies, I is the

identity matrix, and matrices R and L contain the right and left

eigenvectors (wave function coefficients). Note that only right

eigenvectors are needed for energy calculations.

To clarify the notations, below we discuss algorithms for

solving an eigenproblem for matrix A, which in the context of

EOM-CCSD is the matrix of �H in the basis of the reference, and

all singly and doubly excited determinants (in CISD, A is the

matrix of the bare Hamiltonian in the same basis). In CIS, A is

the matrix of the bare Hamiltonian in the basis of singly

excited determinants. Note that the structure of A in EOM-

CCSD, ADC, and CISD is similar, as it is dominated by the bare

(untransformed) Hamiltonian. Consequently, in EOM-CCSD, A is

nearly Hermitian. Importantly, in all these methods (as well as

in CIS) A is diagonally dominant when canonical or semicanon-

ical orbitals are used. That is why the performance of the origi-

nal Davidson solver is very similar in these methods. Therefore,

we expect that the performance of the new algorithms should
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also be similar and that the main conclusions derived from the

EOM-CCSD benchmarks should hold in the case of CISD, ADC,

and CIS/TD-DFT.

Davidson’s method

The development of the original Davidson algorithm was

driven by large-scale CI calculations[14] in which matrices are

real and symmetric. As discussed above, Davidson’s method

entails the projection of the full matrix onto an orthogonal

search subspace and solving the eigenvalue problem for that

projected matrix. These solutions (Xi and xi) can be used to

obtain approximate eigenpairs (VXi and xi, where V is the

search subspace) of the original (i.e., full) matrix A; the error

can be quantified by computing the residual vectors,

AVXi2xiVXi . At each step, the search subspace is expanded by

using preconditioned, unconverged residuals as new vectors

which, after performing an orthogonalization, are added to

the search subspace. The details of the algorithm for finding n

lowest roots of a diagonally dominant matrix A are given

below:

Original Davidson’s method.

1. Generate guess vectors based on diagonal D of matrix A.

Sort the diagonal elements in ascending order and gener-

ate the corresponding unit vectors. Choose the first n (or

more) unit vectors to form the initial search subspace,

V5fv1; v2; . . . ; vng. In the case of degenerate values, adjust

the number of guess vectors and target roots accordingly.

We note that using a larger number of guess vectors can

improve the convergence, especially in cases when the

diagonal (so-called Koopmans) guess is a poor approxima-

tion to the target states.

2. Compute r-vectors corresponding to the new vectors

added to the search subspace, ri5Avi .

3. Compute the subspace matrix: AV 5VT r.

4. Solve the eigenvalue problem for subspace matrix:

AV X5XK. Sort the eigenvalues in ascending order

(k1 � k2 � . . . � kk) and choose the n lowest. Discard the

rest of the eigenpairs.

5. Compute the residuals of the eigenpairs corresponding to

matrix A: ri5rXi2kiVXi , where ki are eigenvalues from step

(4) and Xi are the corresponding eigenvectors.

6. If jjrijj < e for all residuals where e is the convergence

threshold, terminate and return eigenvalues fk1; k2; . . . ; kng
and their corresponding eigenvectors fVX1; VX2; . . . ; VXng5
fR1; R2; . . . ; Rng.

7. If the subspace reached a specified maximum size, collapse

the subspace using the current approximations of eigenvec-

tors as a new guess space and go to step (2).

8. Apply the preconditioner to the residuals with jjrjj � d:

si5ðD2kiÞ21ri , where D is the diagonal of matrix A.

9. Orthogonalize preconditioned residuals si against all other

vectors in the search subspace, then normalize and add

them to the search subspace if jjzijj � d, where zi is the

orthogonalized preconditioned residual. Go to step (2).

The original Davidson method for symmetric matrices has

been generalized for nonsymmetric matrices.[25] In the non-

symmetric case, the right and left search subspace vectors are

constructed separately and the resulting left and right eigen-

vectors are biorthogonalized. When only eigenvalues and right

eigenvectors are needed, the method is equivalent to the sym-

metric Davidson method; the only difference being that the

subspace matrix (step 3 and 4) is nonsymmetric. Davidson’s

method has also been successfully combined with Jacobi’s

approach for eigenvalue approximation leading to the Jacobi–

Davidson method.[1,26] It can be viewed as an instance of New-

ton’s method with subspace acceleration for eigenvalue

problems.

For non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, the subspace matrix is non-

symmetric and, in principle, complex eigenvalues may appear

in subspace diagonalization. However, in practice, complex

eigenvalues are rarely encountered in standard EOM-CC meth-

ods formulated for bound states with real energies because �H

is dominated by the bare Hamiltonian and is, therefore, nearly

Hermitian. Thus, complex eigenvalues can be discarded as

unphysical solutions (the handling of complex roots by the

Davidson and GPLHR algorithms is described in the next

section).

The extension of the EOM-CC methods for resonance

states[27,28] involves modifying the Hamiltonian by performing

a complex-scaling[27,29,30] transformation or by adding a com-

plex absorbing potential[31–33] leading to complex, non-

Hermitian matrices. The resulting eigenvalues and eigenfunc-

tions are complex with the real part of the eigenvalue repre-

senting the position of the resonance state and the imaginary

part being inversely proportional to its lifetime. The implemen-

tation of the Davidson solver within complex-scaled EOM-

CC[34] and complex absorbing potential EOM-CC[35,36] methods

entails working with complex values at all steps of the David-

son algorithm and using the c-product metric[37–39] instead of

the conventional scalar product for the normalization and

orthogonalization of the complex wave function [steps (8) and

(9) above]; the rest of the algorithm is the same.

The most expensive step of the algorithm is step (2), the

projection of the original matrix onto the search subspace

which involves matrix-vector multiplications; it is called the “r-

vector calculation” in the electronic structure community. The

number of matrix-vector evaluations at each step is equal to

the number of new vectors added to the subspace. For EOM-

EE-CCSD, ADC(3), or CISD, each matrix-vector multiplication

scales as OðN6Þ, where N is proportional to the number of

electrons, and for EOM-EA-CCSD and EOM-IP-CCSD—as OðN5Þ.
For CIS/TD-DFT, r-vector calculations scale as OðN4Þ. In terms

of memory, the most expensive part [OðN4Þ for EOM-EE-CCSD/

CISD, OðN3Þ for EOM-IP/EA-CCSD, and OðN2Þ for CIS/TD-DFT] is

storing the subspace vectors vi and the associated r-vectors,

ri5Avi . Thus, the maximum number of stored vectors at each

iteration is twice the size of the subspace.

The original method proposed by Davidson[14] is designed

for finding a few (1–10) lowest eigenpairs of the original

matrix. However, one might require eigenpairs that lie high in

the spectrum (the so-called “interior eigenpairs”). We present a

modification of the original Davidson algorithm that enables

computations of several eigenpairs around user-specified shift
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g. The changes to the algorithm are minor and only concern

steps (1) and (4):

Davidson’s method with shift (only steps that are different from

the original algorithm are described).

1. Generate guess vectors based on the absolute value of

diagonal D shifted by g, sort the values in the ascending

order (jD12gj � jD22gj � . . . � jDn2gj) and generate the

corresponding unit vectors. Choose the first n (or more)

unit vectors to form the initial search subspace,

V5fv1; v2; . . . ; vng. Using larger number of guess vectors

may improve the convergence.

2. Solve the eigenvalue problem for subspace matrix AV X5XK.

Sort the absolute values of the eigenvalues shifted by g in

ascending order (jk12gj � jk22gj � . . . � jkk2gj). Choose n

lowest and discard the rest of the eigenpairs.

This algorithm targets the eigenvalues close to shift g (e.g.,

transitions around g 5 300 eV), which is specified by the user

based on the problem at hand.

We also implemented a harmonic Ritz modification of the

Davidson solver. Instead of the regular diagonalization in step

(4) of the Davidson procedure, a harmonic eigen-problem is

solved, as in step (3) of the GPLHR algorithm described below.

The algorithm that allows the user to find a single root

dominated by a particular transition (for example, ionization

from HOMO-10 or core-LUMO excitation) also entails only

minor deviations from the original Davidson procedure. Mathe-

matically, it means that the algorithm looks for an eigenvector

with the leading amplitude corresponding to a transition

specified by the user. The algorithm returns only one root

(number of roots n 5 1) corresponding to the eigenvector of

the requested character.

Davidson’s method with user-defined guess (only steps that are

different from the original algorithm are described).

1. Generate the guess vector as a unit vector corresponding

to the transition specified by the user. Form the initial

search subspace, V5fv1g.
2. Solve the eigenvalue problem for the subspace matrix

AV X5XK. Sort eigenpairs in descending order of overlap

with the current eigenvector approximation (i.e., the user

guess vector <v1jVX1 >�< v1jVX2 > . . . �< v1jVXk >) and

choose the largest one. Since the approximate eigenvector

is constructed as a linear combination of the vectors in the

search subspace (which are orthonormal), the values of

the overlap are given by the first row of matrix X:

<v1jVXi > 5 < v1j
P

j vjXji > 5
P

j <v1jvj > xji5x1i .

GPLHR method

The GPLHR method[20] is a new eigensolver for computing a

subset of eigenpairs of Hermitian and non-Hermitian matrices

around user-specified shift g. Similarly to the modified David-

son method, GPLHR is a matrix-free solver that can make use

of a preconditioner if available.

At every iteration, an orthonormal search subspace is con-

structed based on approximations from the previous iterations,

preconditioned residuals, and a set of additional precondi-

tioned residual-like vectors introduced to maintain a proper

size and quality of the subspace. The approximate eigenpairs

are then calculated using harmonic projection.[40,41] The details

of the algorithm for finding n roots around shift g of a non-

Hermitian matrix A are given below.

GPLHR method

1. Generate guess vectors based on the absolute value of

diagonal D shifted by g. Sort the values in ascending order

(jD12gj � jD22gj � . . . � jDn2gj) and generate the corre-

sponding unit vectors V5fv1; v2; . . . ; vng as guess vectors.

2. Form the search subspace spanned by the columns of

fV;W; Sð1Þ; . . . ; SðmÞ; Pg, where

V5fv1; v2; . . . ; vng is a block of current approximate

eigenvectors;

W5fw1;w2; . . . ;wkg is a block of preconditioned uncon-

verged residuals wi5TðAvi2qiviÞ, T is a preconditioner, and

qi5v�i Avi ;

SðjÞ5fs
ðjÞ
1 ; s

ðjÞ
2 ; . . . ; s

ðjÞ
k g is a block of preconditioned residual-

like vectors s
ðjÞ
i 5TðAs

ðj21Þ
i 2qis

ðj21Þ
i Þ corresponding to the

unconverged roots computed recurrently from Sðj21Þ (Sð0Þ5W);

P5fp1; p2; . . . ; png is a block of vectors from the span of

approximate eigenvectors at the current and previous itera-

tions (not available at the first iteration);

m is the number of residual-like vectors; it is a user-defined

parameter that controls the size of the search subspace.

Orthogonalize all columns of fV;W; Sð1Þ; . . . ; SðmÞ; Pg (discard

vectors with a norm less than threshold d) and form a matrix

Z that contains an orthonormal basis of the search subspace.

It is assumed that n initial columns of Z (denoted by ZV) span

the approximate eigenspace given by V.

3. Solve the projected eigenvalue problem for the shifted

matrix, A2g:

Z�ðA2hÞ�ðA2hÞZX5Z�ðA2hÞ�ZXH: (9)

Choose the n lowest eigenvalues (with respect to absolute

values) hi of (9) and define Xn to be the matrix of the corre-

sponding (normalized) eigenvectors. Discard the rest of the

eigenpairs.

4. Compute new approximate eigenvectors using the solution

of the projected problem at step (3) as V5ZXn. Set

P5V2ZV Xn;V , where Xn;V is a submatrix of Xn formed from

its n initial rows. Normalize vi and compute the correspond-

ing approximate eigenvalues: qi5v�i Avi . Discard hi
0s.

5. Compute the residuals, ri5Avi2qivi . If jjrijj < e for all

residuals (e is the convergence threshold), then return the

set of eigenvalues k15q1; k25q2; . . . ; kn5qn and their cor-

responding eigenvectors v1; v2; . . . ; vn. Otherwise, go to

step (2).

As one can see, the GPLHR algorithm is defined by two key

components—generation of the search subspace and the

eigenvector extraction procedure. Both components are differ-

ent from the original Davidson method. GPLHR differs from

the original harmonic projection schemes of Morgan[40,41] in

the way the search subspaces are constructed. Specifically,
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Morgan considers the harmonic Rayleigh–Ritz procedure

within the framework of single-vector Arnoldi and generalized

Davidson algorithms, whereas GPLHR expands the subspace

with preconditioned residuals and residual-like blocks.

The GPLHR algorithm allows for different choices of precondi-

tioner T. In general, T should approximate the shifted and

inverted operator, ðA2gÞ21. In the present implementation, how-

ever, Davidson’s preconditioner is used, that is, separate precondi-

tioning operations Ti5ðD2qiÞ21 are applied to the respective

columns when constructing W and SðjÞ. This choice of precondi-

tioning provides robust convergence in quantum-chemical calcu-

lations when diagonally dominant matrices are diagonalized.

Another feature of the algorithm is the use of harmonic projec-

tion, which results in a reduced eigenvalue problem (9). The

eigenvalues hi of this problem are called the harmonic Ritz values.

The corresponding vectors ZX are referred to as the harmonic

Ritz vectors. Thus, at each iteration, GPLHR defines new approxi-

mate eigenvectors as the harmonic Ritz vectors associated with

the n smallest (by absolute value) harmonic Ritz eigenvalues.

The harmonic Ritz pairs should be distinguished from the

standard Ritz pairs that are used in the Davidson algorithm.

The former are given by the solution of the reduced problem,

eq. (9), and are known to yield better approximations to

eigenpairs located deeper in the interior of the spectrum,[42]

whereas the latter are obtained from the standard eigenvalue

problem, AV X5XK [step (4) of Davidson’s algorithm] and typi-

cally favor eigenpairs closer to the spectrum’s exterior. To test

whether using harmonic Ritz projection may improve the con-

vergence of the Davidson method for interior eigen-states, we

implemented a shifted harmonic Davidson eigensolver in

which step (4) of the original Davidson procedure is replaced

by steps (3) and (4) of GPLHR.

Although the left-hand side of eq. (9) is symmetric and posi-

tive (semi-) definite, the matrix on the right-hand side is non-

symmetric. Therefore, in general, eigenvalues of eq. (9) may

appear in complex conjugate pairs. In this case, the associated

harmonic Ritz vectors are also complex valued, that is, the

solver should be capable of performing computations in com-

plex arithmetic. However, in conventional EOM-CC methods,

only real values have physical meaning and complex eigen-

values almost never occur. Similar to the Davidson procedure,

if complex eigenpairs appear we assume that their imaginary

parts are small (and they are, in practice). We consider only

the real parts of the first complex conjugate pair, ignoring the

second eigenvalue and eigenvector. Thus, the entire algorithm

is performed in real arithmetic.

We note that GPLHR can be applied to the solution of

complex-scaled and augmented by complex absorbing poten-

tials EOM-CC[34–36] problems, where the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors are complex and correspond to nonstationary

resonance states.[27,28] Our GPLHR implementation can easily

be extended to this situation, as will be pursued in future

work.

Finally, note that the maximum size of the GPLHR search

subspace is fixed and is at most nðm13Þ vectors (if no vectors

are omitted after the orthogonalization and convergence

check). This is different from the Davidson algorithm, where

the subspace is expanded at each iteration until it has reached

a user-specified maximum size. When the maximum is reached

the space is collapsed and the algorithm is restarted.

The size of the GPLHR search subspace is controlled by the

user when specifying the number of residual-like vectors, m.

The amount of memory required by the GPLHR algorithm

depends on the parameter m and, in our implementation,

should be sufficient to store 3nðm13Þ vectors, Z, AZ, and

ðA2gÞZ, as well as n approximate eigenvectors, V. Note that

the method can also be implemented without storing ðA2gÞZ,

which will be pursued in future work.

Similar to the Davidson method, the most expensive steps in

the GPLHR algorithm are matrix-vector multiplications, and their

number depends on the size of the subspace. Since we store the

additional subspaces, AZ and ðA2gÞZ, each GPLHR iteration can

be implemented with at most nðm11Þ matrix-vector multiplica-

tions. This number is lower if vectors are dropped during ortho-

gonalization or if some roots have already converged. Note that

since vectors wi; s
ð1Þ
i ; s

ð2Þ
i ; . . . ; s

ðmÞ
i are generated only for the

unconverged roots, the size of the subspace, kðm13Þ1n, shrinks

and can become insufficient. For this reason, in our implementa-

tion, we automatically augment the parameter m by an integer

part of ðn2kÞ=k if n – k (number of converged eigenpairs) is

larger than k (number of unconverged roots).

Benchmarks

Computational details

All benchmarks were performed using the Q-Chem electronic

structure package,[21–23] version 4.2. The algorithms presented

above are implemented for the EOM-EE/EA/IP-CCSD methods

using our general C11 libtensor library.[43] Details for how to spec-

ify the parameters for the eigensolvers within the EOM-CC family of

methods in Q-Chem can be found in the user manual.[23]

The performance of the new algorithms was benchmarked

using the following systems (see Fig. 1):

1. A hydrated photoactive yellow protein chromophore

(PYPa-Wp from Ref. [44], C1 symmetry). We used the 6-

311G(d,p) basis set (292 basis functions).

2. Dihydrated 1,3-dimethyluracil (mU-ðH2OÞ2 from Ref. [45],

C1 symmetry); the 6-3111G(d,p) basis set was used (336

basis functions).

3. Water dimer from Ref. [46] at two different interfragment

distances (ROO 5 2.91 and 5.82 Å), Cs symmetry; the cc-

pVTZ basis (116 basis functions) was used.

4. Dihydrated thymine T-(H2O)2 from Ref. [47], C1 symmetry.

We used the cc-pVDZ basis (215 basis functions).

All structures are from Refs. [44–47]; for convenience, we

provide all Cartesian geometries in Supplemental Information.

We investigated the convergence behavior of the GPLHR

and Davidson solvers within the EOM-IP-CCSD (systems 1–3)

and EOM-EE-CCSD (system 4) methods.

The following convergence parameters were used in bench-

marks: jjrjj2 < 1025 as the convergence criterion for both the
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Davidson and GPLHR solvers, jjrjj2 < 5 � 1026 as the criterion

to ignore insignificant vectors for the Davidson solver and

jjrjj2 < 10214 for GPLHR. The maximum number of itera-

tions for both methods was set at 60; the maximum sub-

space size was set at 60 for the Davidson procedure. The

residuals and residual-like vectors wi; s
ð1Þ
i ; s

ð2Þ
i ; . . . ; s

ðmÞ
i were

constructed only for unconverged roots. For converged

roots, only the current approximation of the eigenvector

and vector pi were used to expand the GPLHR subspace. If

the number of converged roots exceeded the number of

unconverged roots in GPLHR, we increased the parameter m

for the unconverged roots by an integer factor #converged

#unconverged
,

but kept it under 10. In the following benchmarks, we eval-

uate the convergence behavior of the solvers (the number

of iterations to converge) as well as their computational (the

number of matrix-vector operations) and memory (the num-

ber of stored vectors) costs.

Results and discussion

Table 1 compares the performance of the conventional David-

son and GPLHR solvers (no shift) when solving for several low-

est roots. The GPLHR solver was executed with parameters m

5 1, 2, 3, and 5 and the results with the smallest number of

matrix-vector multiplications for each number of the requested

roots are compiled in Table 1. One can see that, in all cases,

the GPLHR solver converges to the requested number of roots

in fewer iterations than Davidson’s method. In some cases, the

GPLHR solver converges with up to 3 times fewer iterations.

However, since each iteration of the GPLHR solver is more

expensive than an iteration of Davidson’s solver, the overall

number of matrix-vector multiplications for GPLHR is usually

slightly (by 5–10%) higher than for Davidson’s method. We

note that for the chosen solver parameters, GPLHR requires

significantly less memory to store subspace vectors Z and cor-

responding vectors AZ, as compared to Davidson’s procedure.

Note that memory requirements for both solvers can be con-

trolled by changing the maximum subspace for the Davidson

procedure and varying the number of residual-like vectors (m)

for the GPLHR procedure.

Table 1. Comparison of the conventional Davidson and GPLHR (g 5 0)

solvers in converging various number of lowest EOM-IP-CCSD roots.

nroots[a] niters[b] m Max. # of stored vectors[c] # matvec[d]

PYPa-Wp/6-311G(d,p) Davidson’s method

1 19 38 19

3[e] 12 60 30

5 9 74 37

10 20 120 101

GPLHR

1 11 1 8 23

3[e] 4 1 24 25

5 4 1 40 41

10 8 1 80 117

(mU)2-(H2O)2/6-3111G(d,p) Davidson’s method

1 6 14 7

3 8 48 24

5 8 76 38

10 15 120 99

12 13 120 118

GPLHR

1 4 1 8 9

3 4 1 24 27

5 4 1 40 43

10 7 1 80 118

12 5 2 120 151

[a] The number of requested roots. [b] The number of iterations to con-

verge all roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding

r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-

vector multiplications (r-vector updates). [e] In this case, Davidson’s

solver converged to the roots with energies 3.93, 4.11, and 4.20 eV,

whereas GPLHR (m 5 1) converged to 4.11, 4.20, and 4.87 eV. GPLHR

with m 5 3, 5, and 7 found the same roots as Davidson’s solver.

Figure 1. Benchmark systems: Hydrated photoactive yellow protein chromophore PYPa-Wp (top left), dihydrated 1,3-dimethyluracil mU-(H2O)2 (top right),

water dimer (H2O)2 (bottom left), and microhydrated thymine T-(H2O)2 (bottom right). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Next, we compare the solvers’ ability to converge interior

eigenvalues when a large energy shift is specified (Table 2).

Calculations are performed for PYPa-Wp with an energy shift of

11 a.u. (299.32 eV). The GPLHR solver easily converged a block

of 1, 2, 3, and 5 roots around this shift. The energies for the

block of 5 roots are 289.13, 290.20, 290.36, 290.58, and 291.12

eV; each root corresponds to a one-electron ionization domi-

nated by a transition from one of the low-lying orbitals clus-

tered around 2(11.1–11.2) a.u. At the same time, Davidson’s

solver was unable to converge even a single root for a chosen

energy shift within 60 iterations. Using the harmonic version

of the shifted Davidson method improves convergence, but

the block of 2 roots returned by this method contains a root

with an energy of 288.66 eV, slightly lower than the lowest

energy root returned by the GPLHR solver. The harmonic ver-

sion of the shifted Davidson procedure still fails to converge

when 3 and 5 roots are requested. We can conclude that the

GPLHR solver provides a higher quality subspace with regard

to the harmonic projection technique than the Davidson

solver.

To assess the sensitivity of the GPLHR and Davidson solvers

when locating eigenvalues near the specified energy shift, we

perform a scan in which we start with a shift very close to the

previously found solution, g 5 11 a.u. (around 10.6 a.u.) and

vary it. Results for solving for 2 roots using either the Davidson

or GPLHR solver with various shifts around 10.6 a.u. are sum-

marized in Table 3. We see that both the Davidson and GPLHR

solvers easily converge two roots with a shift of 10.6 a.u. (in 6

and 4 iterations, respectively). Interestingly, when we decrease

the shift, both the Davidson and GPLHR algorithms are able to

converge to solutions with energies of 288.16 and 289.13 eV

for shifts as low as 6.6 a.u. (around 179.60 eV). This result can

be explained by the spacing of the molecular orbitals; there

are 9 low-lying orbitals with energies around 2(11.1–11.2) a.u.,

whereas the next orbital has an energy of 21.34 a.u. Because

of this energy gap, one should anticipate a cluster of target

states dominated by the ejection of an electron from an

orbital with an energy around 300 eV (which we recovered

with a shift of 11 a.u.), whereas other transitions will have

much lower energy. Interestingly, by increasing the shift by

just 0.5 a.u. (to 11.1 a.u.), Davidson’s solver is unable to

Table 4. Convergence of the GPLHR solver for the different numbers of

residual-like vectors.

nroots[a,

e] niters[b] m

Max. # of stored

vectors[c] # matvec[d]

PYPa-Wp/EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311G(d,p)

3 4 1 24 25

3 3 2 30 30

3 4 3 36 43

3 4 5 48 62

3 3 7 60 67

mU-(H2O)2/EOM-IP-CCSD/6-3111G(d,p)

3 4 1 24 27

3 3 2 30 30

3 3 3 36 39

3 3 5 48 50

T-(H2O)2 /EOM-EE-CCSD/cc-pVDZ

10 10 1 74 169

10 7 2 94 176

10 7 3 106 209

10 5 5 146 260

10 4 7 192 291

[a] The number of requested roots. [b] The number of iterations to con-

verge all roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding

r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-

vector multiplications (r-vector updates). [e] m 5 1,2 converged to the

roots with energies 4.11, 4.20, and 4.87 eV; m 5 3,5,7 converged to the

roots with energies 3.93, 4.11, and 4.20 eV.

Table 2. Comparison of the Davidson and GPLHR solvers in converging

various number of roots around a specified energy shift (g5 11 a.u.) in

EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311G(d,p) calculations of PYPa-Wp.

nroots[a] niters[b] m

Max. # of stored

vectors[c] # matvec[d]

Shifted Davidson’s method

1 DNC[e] – –

2 DNC[e] – –

3 DNC[e] – –

5 DNC[e] – –

Harmonic shifted Davidson’s method

1 8 18 9

2 7 32 16

3 DNC[e] – –

5 DNC[e] – –

GPLHR

1 4 1 8 9

2 4 1 16 18

3 4 1 24 27

5 8 1 40 63

[a] The number of requested roots. [b] The number of iterations to con-

verge all roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding

r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-

vector multiplications (r-vector updates). [e] Did not converge all roots

in 60 iterations.

Table 3. Comparison of the Davidson and GPLHR solvers in converging

two roots for various shifts around 10.6 a.u. in EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311G(d,p)

calculations of PYPa-Wp.

g[a] niters[b] m

Max. # of stored

vectors[c] # matvec[d]

Davidson’s method

5.6 DNC[e] – – –

6.6 6 28 14

9.6 6 28 14

10.1 6 28 14

10.6 6 28 14

11.1 DNC[e] – – –

11.6 DNC[e] – – –

GPLHR

5.6 DNC[e] 3 – –

6.6 4 1 16 18

9.6 4 1 16 18

10.1 4 1 16 18

10.6 4 1 16 18

11.1 4 1 16 18

11.6 DNC[e] 3 – –

[a] Energy shift in a.u. [b] The number of iterations to converge all

roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding r-vectors

AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-vector multi-

plications (r-vector updates). [e] Did not converge all roots in 60

iterations.
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converge, whereas GPLHR easily finds the requested roots. We

conclude that GPLHR is less sensitive to the choice of the

energy shift than Davidson’s algorithm.

As mentioned above, the size of the subspace in GPLHR can

be controlled by the user by changing the number of residual-

like vectors generated for unconverged roots. In Table 4, we

compare how this parameter affects the convergence and the

total number of matrix-vector multiplications in the EOM-IP-

CCSD calculations of the three lowest states in PYPa-Wp and

mU-(H2O)2 and in the EOM-EE-CCSD calculations of the 10 low-

est states of T-(H2O)2. We see that increasing the number of

residual-like vectors may reduce the number of iterations.

When only three states are requested (as in EOM-IP-CCSD cal-

culations), varying m has virtually no effect on the number of

iterations—all roots converge in 3–4 iterations. However, we

observe that using smaller values on m may result in converg-

ing to higher-energy roots. For example, the GPLHR solver

with m 5 1, 2 yields roots with energies of 4.11, 4.20, and

4.87 eV for PYPa-Wp. When m is increased to 3, 5, or 7, the

lower root is recovered with an energy of 3.93 eV (roots are

3.93, 4.11, and 4.20 eV for both the Davidson and GPLHR m 5

3, 5, 7 procedures). This explains why going from m 5 2 to m

5 3 slightly increases the number of iterations. In the former

case, the solver was able to capture the lower lying root and

needed more iterations to refine the solution. In the case of

EOM-EE-CCSD/cc-pVDZ calculations of the 10 lowest states of

T-(H2O)2, the dependence on m is more pronounced—increas-

ing m from 1 to 5 reduces the number of iterations by a factor

of 2. However, executions with small m are the most efficient

in terms of matrix-vector multiplications and storage require-

ments, for example, in the above example, the number of

matrix-vector multiplications increases by 50%, and the num-

ber of stored vectors by 97%.

Figure 2 shows the norms of the residuals of the two EOM-

IP roots at each iteration for the Davidson solver and for the

GPLHR solver when various values of parameter m are used.

We see that in all cases GPLHR gives much smoother conver-

gence than Davidson’s method. For example, even for the

smallest subspace size (m 5 1) the requested roots converged

in fewer iterations and more monotonically than with David-

son’s solver. As noted above, increasing the size of the sub-

space may improve convergence, but makes each iteration

more computationally expensive.

As one can see, GPLHR with m 5 1 is comparable in overall

computational cost and wall time to Davidson’s method,

whereas increasing m makes the computations more expen-

sive and also leads to higher storage requirements. Thus,

although increasing the number of residual-like vectors may

lead to a faster (and more robust, in terms of finding the cor-

rect roots) convergence, using m > 1 is only recommended

for cases with problematic convergence.

Table 5 demonstrates how the Davidson procedure with a

user-specified guess converges on roots of a requested transi-

tion character in the EOM-IP-CCSD calculations of PYPa-Wp and

mU-(H2O)2. We see that, in most cases, the modified Davidson

method successfully converges the root dominated by a transi-

tion from the orbital specified by the user. In all cases, the

respective amplitude in the EOM wave function (r1 coefficient)

exceeds 0.88 (the respective weight is 0.77). We also note that

problematic convergence (e.g. transition from 30th orbital in

Figure 2. Norm of the residual for the two roots for the GPLHR and Davidson solvers at each iteration. Left: PYPa-Wp/6-311G(d,p) for the roots with con-

verged energies of 4.11 and 4.20 eV; right: mU-(H2O)2/6-3111G(d,p) for the roots with converged energies of 8.89 and 10.04 eV.

Table 5. Convergence of Davidson’s solver with user-defined guess in

EOM-IP-CCSD calculations.

norb[a] Orb. coeff. [b] Energy[c] niters[d]
Max. # of

stored vectors[e] # matvec[f ]

PYPa-Wp /6-311G(d,p)

4 0.908 536.10 6 14 7

13 0.892 288.66 6 14 7

30 0.885 12.40 58 118 59

mU-(H2O)2/6-3111G(d,p)

4 – – DNCg – –

10 0.901 293.86 5 12 6

28 0.920 16.77 35 72 36

[a] The number of user-specified guess orbital. [b] The r1 coefficient of

the user-specified orbital in the final solution. [c] Energy of the con-

verged state (eV). [d] The number of iterations to converge all roots. [e]

Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding r-vectors AZ are

taken into account. [f ] The total number of matrix-vector multiplications

(r-vector updates). [g] Did not converge all roots in 60 iterations.
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PYPa-Wp) arises when another orbital has considerable contri-

butions to the wave function (r1 larger than 0.1).

The utility of the modified Davidson procedure with the

option of a user-specified guess vector is not limited to calcu-

lations of high-lying states; by eliminating the need to con-

verge lower roots, it leads for computational savings even

when the desired state is relatively low-lying. To illustrate this,

let us consider two low-lying ionized states of mU-(H2O)2 cor-

responding to ionizations from the second (MO #46) and third

(MO #45) HOMOs (Fig. 3). MO #46 can be described as a lone

pair-type orbital, whereas MO #45 is a p-type orbital; both

MOs are localized on the dimethyluracyl moiety. Ionization

from MO #45 gives rise to the third lowest state in the EOM-

IP-CCSD calculation with the r1 coefficient of 0.946 and energy

of 10.04 eV. The second lowest root is dominated by ionization

from MO #46 with the r1 coefficient of 0.950 and energy of

9.96 eV. The lowest ionized state arises from ionization of MO

#47 with energy of 8.90 eV.

One can compute these states by using the standard David-

son procedure and requesting three roots, however, this

requires more computational resources, as illustrated in Table

6. Although the total number of iterations required to con-

verge all roots is less for the canonical Davidson procedure

than for the modified Davidson procedure, the total cost of

the calculation (i.e., the number of matrix-vector multiplica-

tions and the maximum number of stored vectors) is less for

the modified algorithm. For example, the number of matrix-

vector multiplications is reduced by 21% when solving for the

state corresponding to ionization from MO #46. The difference

in cost between calculating the root dominated by MO #45

using the modified Davidson algorithm and the canonical pro-

cedure that solves for all three lowest roots is 50%.

To investigate whether the performance of the new algo-

rithms may be affected by (near)-degeneracies of the target

states, we consider ionized states of the water dimer. Figure 4

shows energies and the respective MOs of the four lowest ion-

ized states of the water dimer at its equilibrium geometry (OO

distance, ROO, of 2.91 Å) and at a stretched geometry (ROO 5

5.82 Å). As the interfragment separation increases, the overlap

between the fragments’ MOs decreases, asymptotically leading

to the two-fold degeneracy of each ionized state. Table 7 com-

pares the performance of the canonical Davidson and GPLHR

procedures. We observe that both methods are robust and

their performance is not affected by the increased degeneracy

between the target states.

As a more challenging example, we consider core-ionized

states of the dimer corresponding to ionization from O(1s).

Because core orbitals are more compact than valence orbitals,

their overlap is small leading to small splittings between the

Figure 3. The third (left) and second (right) highest occupied molecular orbitals of mU-(H2O)2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table 6. Cost of calculating two and three EOM-IP-CCSD roots (canonical

Davidson procedure) versus cost of calculating the second or third roots

only (modified Davidson procedure with a user-specified guess) for mU-

(H2O)2.

nroots[a] niters[b]
Max. # of

stored vectors[c] # matvec[d]

Canonical Davidson procedure

2 6 28 14

3 8 48 24

Modified Davidson procedure

46[e] 10 22 11

45[e] 11 24 12

[a] The number of requested roots. [b] The number of iterations to con-

verge all roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding

r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-

vector multiplications (r-vector updates). [e] The user-specified guess

orbital.
Figure 4. Four lowest valence ionized states of water dimer at the equilib-

rium (ROO 5 2.91 Å) and stretched (ROO 5 5.82 Å) geometries.
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respective target states. The core IEs at the two dimer geome-

tries are 541.5 and 539.7 eV (at ROO 5 2.91 Å) and 540.9 and

540.6 eV (at ROO 5 5.82 Å). The results are summarized in

Table 8. Again, the performance of both variants of the David-

son method and of GPLHR is not affected by the degeneracies.

Although it is not surprising that both methods converge well

when two nearly-degenerate roots are requested, we note

that both algorithms successfully tackle a potentially problem-

atic situation in which only one root (out of the doubly degen-

erate manifold) is requested. The Davidson solver converges at

the same number of iterations regardless of whether a user-

specified guess or energy shift is used, and the convergence

pattern is the same at both geometries. The GPLHR solver per-

forms similarly.

The performance of the solvers within EOM-EE-CCSD is investi-

gated using the T-(H2O)2 example. Table 9 summarizes the ener-

gies and the leading r1 amplitudes of the 10 lowest singlet EOM-

EE states. We note that the weights of the leading configurations

are smaller than in the case of EOM-IP calculations (excited states

show more configuration mixing than ionized states).

Table 10 compares the convergence of the conventional

Davidson and GPLHR solvers when solving for several low-

lying roots. The convergence pattern of the two solvers in

EOM-EE-CCSD is similar to that observed in EOM-IP-CCSD.

GPLHR converges in fewer iterations and requires less storage,

but the overall cost is slightly higher. The dependence of

GPLHR on the number of residual-like vectors was analyzed

above (see Table 4). As in the EOM-IP calculations, the GPLHR

solver may occasionally miss a lower energy root converging

to slightly higher states.

The results for shifted Davidson and GPLHR procedures (g 5

7 eV) are summarized in Table 11. Due to a high density of

excited states, this is a challenging example. We note that

when using the default thresholds, both methods may miss

roots. Tightening the threshold in the shifted Davidson proce-

dure recovers the correct roots, however, leads to convergence

Table 7. Performance of Davidson and GPLHR solvers for EOM-IP calcula-

tions of the four lowest ionized states of water dimer at different

geometries.

ROO, Å niters[a]
Max. # of

stored vectors[b] # matvec[c]

Canonical Davidson procedure

2.91 6 50 25

5.82 5 48 24

GPLHR

2.91 3 42 44

5.82 3 42 48

[a] The number of iterations to converge all roots. [b] Only the sub-

space vectors Z and the corresponding r-vectors AZ are taken into

account. [c] The total number of matrix-vector multiplications (r-vector

updates).

Table 8. Convergence of Davidson and GPLHR solvers for core-ionized

states of water dimer.

ROO
[a] nroots[b] norb[c] g[d] niters[e]

Max. # of

stored vectors[f ] # matvec[g]

Davidson with guess or user-defined shift

2.91 1 1 – 5 12 6

2.91 1 2 – 5 12 6

2.91 1 – 19.9 5 12 6

2.91 2 – 19.9 5 24 12

5.82 1 1 – 5 12 6

5.82 1 2 – 5 12 6

5.82 1 – 19.9 5 12 6

5.82 2 – 19.9 5 24 12

GPLHR (g 5 19.9 a.u.)

2.91 1 3 12 13

2.91 2 3 24 26

5.82 1 3 12 13

5.82 2 3 22 26

[a] The internuclear separation of the two oxygen atoms in angstroms.

[b] The number of requested roots. [c] The number of the user-

specified guess orbital, if applicable. [d] Energy shift in a.u. [e] The num-

ber of iterations to converge all roots. [f ] Only the subspace vectors Z

and the corresponding r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [g] The

total number of matrix-vector multiplications (r-vector updates).

Table 9. Energies and dominant amplitudes for 10 lowest EOM-EE-CCSD

transitions of T-(H2O)2 using the cc-pVDZ basis.

Root Eex, eV Occ. orb.[a] Virt. orb[b] Amplitude/weight[c]

1 5.31 41 1 0.5895/0.69

2 5.69 43 1 0.6374/0.81

3 6.93 40 3 0.4209/0.35

4 7.06 42 1 0.4793/0.46

5 7.17 43 3 0.5130/0.53

6 7.84 41 3 0.4413/0.39

7 7.96 43 2 0.5487/0.60

8 8.15 42 3 0.6285/0.79

9 8.15 40 1 0.5165/0.53

10 8.68 39 2 0.3401/0.23

[a] MO # of the occupied orbital that gives rise to the dominant ampli-

tude. [b] MO # of the virtual orbital that gives rise to the dominant

amplitude. [c] Absolute value of the dominant r1 amplitude; the weight

is 23r2
1 .

Table 10. Comparison of the conventional Davidson and GPLHR (g 5 0)

solvers in converging various numbers of lowest EOM-EE-CCSD roots for

T-(H2O)2 using the cc-pVDZ basis.

nroots[a] niters[b] m

Max. # of

stored vectors[c] # matvec[d]

Davidson’s method

1 8 20 10

3e 24 108 54

5 24 120 97

10 21 120 178

GPLHR

1 3 3 12 14

3[e] 5,5 3,5 32,42 55,80

5 8 3 52 128

10 7 3 106 209

[a] The number of requested roots. [b] The number of iterations to con-

verge all roots. [c] Only the subspace vectors Z and the corresponding

r-vectors AZ are taken into account. [d] The total number of matrix-

vector multiplications (r-vector updates). [e] When three roots are

requested, the Davidson solver returns EOM-EE transitions with energies

equal to 5.31, 5.69, and 6.93 eV, while the GPLHR solver returns roots

with energies of 5.31, 5.69, and 7.96 eV when m 5 3. With m 5 5, the

GPLHR solver recovers the same three roots as the Davidson solver.
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problems in GPLHR. Increasing m from 3 to 5 (in addition to

tightening the convergence threshold) solves the convergence

problems and allows one to recover correct roots.

Finally, we test the behavior of the Davidson procedure with a

user-specified guess. As one can see from Table 9, the weights of

the dominant configurations are smaller for the EOM-EE states,

as compared to EOM-IP. For example, for roots 3, 6, and 10, the

weight of the dominant configuration is below 50%—obviously,

these states cannot be targeted by this algorithm. We note that

even for the states in which the weight of the dominant configu-

ration exceeds 50%, one cannot guarantee that the procedure

will converge to the lowest state (because there might be a

higher state that is also dominated by the same transition, but

the weight of the leading configuration is higher).

We performed calculations with user-specified guess for

roots 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8. In all cases, the Davidson procedure

converged to the desired state with the same r1 amplitudes as

in the reference calculation of 10 states. The number of itera-

tions varies from 8 (for state 2) to 32 (state 5); for other states,

the procedure converged in 21–22 iterations. As in the mU-

(H2O)2 example above, the ability to solve for a single root

(instead of a larger block) leads to significant reduction of stor-

age requirements and computational costs.

Conclusions

Two modifications of the canonical Davidson method are pre-

sented. The first modification enables the user to find multiple

roots around a specified energy shift (Davidson method with

shift); the second allows the user to solve for a single root of a

specific character (Davidson method with a user-defined guess).

The first version (shifted Davidson) has been also implemented

using harmonic Ritz projection. This new functionality enables

calculations of high energy roots that would be inaccessible by

the standard method, which is designed to find only a few low-

est energy transitions. For example, if an experimental or theoret-

ical estimate of the energy of a particular transition is available

one can use Davidson’s method with energy shift to calculate

the transitions around that chosen energy. Additionally, if one is

interested in finding a root dominated by a particular transition

(e.g., ionization of or excitation from core orbitals), the Davidson

method with a user-defined guess can be used. Moreover, this

feature leads to computational savings for low-lying roots.

We also present an implementation of a new solver for non-

Hermitian matrices—the GPLHR method.[20] This solver is also

capable of finding roots around a specified energy shift. The sub-

space size of the GPLHR solver can be controlled by the user by

choosing the number of residual-like vectors generated for each

unconverged root. A larger subspace size usually leads to more

rapid convergence (fewer number of iterations) and more reliable

recovery of closest eigenvalues, but requires more memory and

more matrix-vector multiplications per iteration. The methods are

implemented for the EOM-CCSD family of methods (EA, EE, and

IP) in the Q-Chem[21–23] electronic structure package.

New solvers were tested on several benchmark systems using

the EOM-IP-CCSD and EOM-EE-CCSD methods and, in most cases,

successfully find the roots targeted by the user. We observe that, in

general, GPLHR with zero shift converges in fewer number of itera-

tions than the conventional Davidson solver, however, the cost of

each iteration of GPLHR is higher than that of Davidson’s method.

Thus, the overall number of time-limiting operations (matrix-vector

multiplications) is slightly higher for GPLHR, depending on the

number of residual-like vectors m. When interior eigenvalues

around a specified energy shift are requested, GPLHR yields better

and more robust convergence than the shifted Davidson method

(even when the latter employs harmonic Ritz eigenproblem), which

sometimes failed to find the requested solution. Therefore, while

GPLHR displayed faster convergence (in terms of number of itera-

tions) and was comparable to Davidson’s method with regard to

the cost of finding several lowest roots, it was found to be superior

in terms of robustness when used to find interior eigenvalues corre-

sponding to higher excitations.

Keywords: diagonalization algorithms � interior eigensta-

tes � eigensolvers � equation-of-motion � coupled-cluster �
excited states � harmonic Ritz problem
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